This is a reference to compare placement between the different models. The ability to hang a projector higher is usually desired; This drawing allows you to see the height each model needs to be mounted at for a 100" or 92" screen.

All the projectors are placed at the proper height (using 100" or 92" screen) and are within the zoom range for that lens.

Note: All projectors shown at the middle point of their respective zoom range.
This is a reference to compare placement between the different models. The ability to place a projector low on a cart or table is usually desired; This drawing allows you to see the height each model needs to be placed at for a 100" or 92" screen.

All the projectors are placed at the proper height (using 100" or 92" screen) and are within the zoom range for that lens.

*Note: All projectors shown at the middle point of their respective zoom range.*